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Hammond, Bercow, and Soames:
What’s Next?

#Bercoff: House Speaker’s had enough

Bruised with the Prime Minister’s iron fist
policy, the Chancellor of the Exchequer is
embroiled between investing in a legal
battle to regain his whip and going to
China
on
a
soul-finding
journey.
Counsellors and friends have been
providing support to Hammond, 63, with
some suggesting he revisited his
birthplace of Epping, in Essex, and is
learning the language. Hammond said he’s
rather learn Mandarin, as part of the

Join our Fringe Events:
Fake News, Politics, Society and You!

Farage Announces Brexit Party Shares
are now Listed
High Holborn, London - In an interview with City AM, Brexit Party
Leader Nigel Farage announced yesterday his new campaign
#BrexitMeansBusiness. Farage confirmed the Brexit Party has
now gone public and shares are available to trade at the London
Stock Exchange from Thursday.

Global Britain strategy, hoping it would help him secure a Foreign Secretary role
when Theresa May is back as Prime Minister and leader of the Conservative Party,
“now that John has Berc-ed off”.
Hammond, who seemed to be in his usual low spirits, spoke of his relief that a nodeal is now off the table. Hammond has spoken to former Home Secretary Amber
Rudd who reassured him she still holds the flame for the Conservatives and will not
be joining the LibDems so long as it’s led by “that woman”.
The Speaker of the House John Bercow has kept all his promises and he’s leaving
'for real', this time. This has nothing to do with former leader of the House Andrea
Leadsom threatening to contest him in his constituency of Buckingham. Blackrod
who is seen almost every year in Parliament, has been faced by a defiant armada of
MPs pinning down the speaker to his seat, as if he’s some sort of saviour.
Some MPs reacted as if the Messiah who will prevent Brexit, is now taken to
crucifixion by the guards of Pontius Pilate. Although Scottish MPs were seen
singing just after he was taken. Make of that what you will. Bercow has already
invested in buying a school, where he has plans to equip adults to be well-behaved in
society. In an interview with Tatler he confirmed he will be “taming wild delinquents"
so they are better role models in society, especially as everyone is watching
Parliament TV nowadays, with more viewers expected when the United Kingdom
leaves the European Union in 2075, marking the centenary of it joining the Common
Market with no red buses driving about.
As to Sir Nicolas Soames, sources say he is now in talks with Channel 4 with a view
to host a show on British style and etiquette. Soames’ office did not comment.

Royal Polo Reveals Major Rift
Between Young Royals
Camilla Balls, London - In a recent Polo Match, HRH
Prince William, the Duke of Cambridge was for the
first time playing for the other team against his
brother Harry, Duke of Sussex (and Beverly Hills). It
is understood that William, has been big-brothering
his younger sibling, who is scoring higher in the
ratings for marrying an actress.

... Cont'd on Page 3

Eye on the throne: William looks
with fear, while Harry is clearly
yearning for it, thinking: “the
throne would be as good for
#MeToo”, the Duchess of
Cambridge, middle[ton], has had
enough of it all.

Not Charity: Brexit Party Limited is now public and shares will
be available for the public, company employees will not allow
Labour to confiscate any company shares describing
McDonnel’s suggestion as "Communist blabber”

According to Farage, who initially had the Brexit Party registered
as a limited company he jointly directs with Richard Tice, shell
companies can yield great return when you sell them to the
Conservative party. He said clearly that PM Johnson is in dire
need to a “non-aggression pact” of sorts. Farage mentioned the
Brexit party is ready to go with over 600 candidates nationwide,
willing to run in a General Election. Each one of these candidates,
according to Farage, will have a price tag, depending on the
constituency. A special analytics programme has been devised
by Big Innovation Centre and a new tech hub based in Leeds to
help all parties detect voter trends. Farage confirmed they don’t
need such technology, because it’s out-of-touch and one could
get valuable voter-intention data at the local pubs in Kent “over a
fag and a good pint”. Although he did praise the shrewd systems
developed at Cambridge Analytica and the role Diane Abbott MP
will have had in the thought leadership that paved the way for
such phenomenal algorithms, since her days at Cambridge
University.
Labour MP and Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell featured in
the Financial Times in an article boldly titled UK’s Labour would
seize £300bn of company shares. He was then heard taking
advice from the Shadow Home Secretary on the feasibility of
these numbers and the possible use of force in case the Brexit
Party and JP Morgan didn’t comply. Challenged about his
supposed convictions and years of working to leave the
European Union and the current sell-out involving genuine rockhard Brexit supporters, Farage responded “We’re not a charity”
and loudly repeated the hashtag slogan as he raised his pint and
shouted jovially: “Hashtag Brexit means Business!“
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Mayor of London Seizes Full-Control
of London Immigration

Jeremy Corbyn tables new Right to Squat bill
Opposed Eviction:
Leader
of the Opposition
Jeremy Corbyn has
always been a
supporter of
Squatters’
rights, long before
it applied at the
House of
Commons too...

In a successful attempt supported by the group Mayors Without Borders,
Sadiq Khan announced he now has full control of London's immigration
policy. The landmark announcement came from the rooftop deck of City
Hall where he has been since May as part of his ‘Stop Trump’s Visit’
campaign.

The leader of the opposition has yesterday tabled a motion to enact a bill
that allows tenants to buy property when their landlord is unavailable,
rogue, or negligent. Corbyn received letters from tenants in a property
previously occupied by the Prime Minster. The letter included harrowing
details of the property including stains on the sofa, thought to be from a
revenge sofa attack by his current partner Carrie Symonds. The letter
states that this attack happened when a livid Symonds came back from
the US embassy “fuming” and drained a whole bottle of Cabernet
Sauvignon by Asda on Johnson’s sofa. Symonds has been rejected a US
visa based on her peculiar visit to Somaliland, although she Insisted she
was there for a hen do. A spokesperson for US President Trump said she
was a loser and didn’t think the PM should be with her. Corbyn gave an
interview to Hamas TV in Park Royal, explaining his sympathies towards
Ms Symonds and his support for her endeavour to reach out to our
brothers in humanity out in Somaliland, putting her own life at risk.
Reports from the land registry identified the new owner of Mr Johnson’s
home as an ordinary looking bus driver with a very dense foreign accent.
When asked, Corbyn explained it was “my mate from Venezuela,
Comrade Nicolas Maduro”.
Corbyn insisted “tenants should not be denied the right to buy, even if the
owner has no intention of selling” he justified this by comparing it to his
and other MPs’ situation in parliament where the people do not want
them in, but they are just “squatting until further notice”. Corbyn echoed
Emily Thornberry’s suggestion to convert the House of Commons
buildings currently not occupied by MPs into Maisonettes ensuring
foreigners are onboarded with a Help to Buy scheme, “as long as I can see
their face”. Lady Nugee, who prefers to go by her maiden name, said “I’d
like to think I should be able to see my neighbours' faces before inviting
them over for a sassy Mojito”.
Mr Corbyn said that if the “right-to-squat” bill is enacted, it could help
thousand of foreigners and alleviate destitution, “making landlords
equally as poor as squatters”.

A waterproof canopy has been installed for
the mayor with café-trottoir style heaters to
keep him warm during the winter months
where he is expected to be making
statements on London air pollution
detectors, future Trump visits, and a new AI
technology that will manipulate Londoners
to vote in certain ways in reaction to coded
stimuli he broadcasts from his rooftop
control centre.
Immigration Policy in London is now quotabased, algorithms will be used to ensure that
high-performing graduates coming from
other countries or British towns will not
outnumber mediocre or low performers.
Other categories in the quota include
income, parental profession, size of their
childhood home, and the supermarket class
they belong to.

Donots Trump: Sadiq Khan, who is
also Mayor of London, asking NYC
Mayor De Blasio to fly a Boris
Johnson Blimp on Wall Street

Khan, who is also Mayor of London, said his immigration policy will be a
revolution against the class system that resulted in him being Mayor, a job
he didn’t really want. According to the policy now published on the Home
Office website, Northerners will not be allowed unless there’s a need to
balance the demographic fabric. Facial recognition cameras have been
upgraded to detect middle-class and public-school graduates who tarnish
London’s reputation when they carry Waitrose bags.
High performers will be sent to regions outside London or exchanged with
countries within EU states only. Should they refuse to move, Khan
announced the Jon Ashworth bill that ensures these “excess” high achievers
will be lobotomised. The Shadow Health Secretary said he will oversee these
lobotomies himself in-line with his Durham education. Ashworth had
previously confirmed on BBC Newsnight that “less is more”.
Sadiq Khan said there are currently certain areas of London with a majority
incoming from Lichtenstein and that the situation is unbearable and is now a
threat to English language where “chances are we will soon no longer hear
the word 'innit' ”. The Mayor explained his controversial statements and said
he will travel to meet his opposite number in Vaduz to discuss the possibility
of digging underground pipelines to transfer clean air into London.

Revealed: Labour Party Manifesto

Size matters:
Corbyn, who
is also Leader of
HM Opposition,
explains to young
graduates that
sharing is
caring

The General Elections 2019 Labour Party manifesto was revealed yesterday during
Jeremy Corbyn’s visit to Doom & Bloom, a north London charity that looks after the
unlooked-after, the many, not the Phew!
Corbyn spoke for 25 minutes about the difference nutritional value between cabbages
grown organically and those bought from capitalist supermarkets that prey on
vulnerable farmers in Venezuela forcing them to grow genetically modified crops that
are compatible with British mouth widths. Corbyn, spoke of the importance of feeding
the youths so they have better prospects in life.

LONDON WEATHER

THE FAKE TIMES

- Your up to date weather forecast today, according to Jacob Rees-Mogg

1am

5am

Some angry stuff
in Sky

Don't eat it. Especially
if its yellow

9am

Raining meows and
woofs

High Noon

3pm

8pm

Oh sh-

St Tropez for
free

Britain, innit

11:59pm

Brexit.
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Johnson Government names territory to be
offered to the U.S. as alternative to Greenland
Boris Johnson announced yesterday the territories that will be offered to the
United States as a gesture of goodwill for placing the bust of Winston
Churchill back in the Oval Office. The Prime Minster denounced the acts of
former president Barrack Obama as “evil and pre-meditated, and totally
disrespectful towards a great man from a former coloniser that gave America
the internet”. Number 10 officials read a document to the media in a special
press conference led by Larry the Cat, to avoid riling the boo-ers on
Whitehall.
The Borough of Camden came first due to its pro superstate attitude, which
is more suitable for America in-line with President Trump’s Make America
Great Again attitude. Then came Islington, with a one-way ticket, thus getting
rid of the Blairs, Emily Thornberry and Mr Corbyn in one go. As to regions
outside London, Scotland came first as it is the birthplace of President
Trump’s mother. Johnson contacted Irish Taoiseach Leo Varadkar to inform
him of the need to offer Doonbeg and ensure Shannon Airport becomes the
designated airport for golf players coming from America, and in-return,
Downing Street will compromise on the Backstop.

Port-a-loo toilets near a RyanAir aircraft at Shannon Airport, Irish citizens
would still need to pay £1.25 pp+ VAT to use the facilities

Chancellor of the Exchequer
announces “End of Austerity”
I’m Drunk AF Neil, The Dorchester – Over some Crystal champagne
and nibbles, treasury secretary Sajid Javid said he is pleased to
announce the end of austerity promising an age of prosperity under
Mr Johnson’s government. The chancellor of the Exchequer had a
PowerPoint presentation showing examples of changes that will be
marking the end of austerity including the HM Government’s win in a
legal battle that forced Ryanair to stop charging British people for
toilet use, even when they’re just 'taking the piss'.

Foreign Policy: Labour promised to cut all ties with the US until they stop
yacking on the tubes so obnoxiously, totally disregarding commuters; their
brothers in humanity.

London buses will have air-conditioning installed as soon as the Mayor
Of London comes down from City Hall rooftop where he has been
since May, in a campaign opposing the Visit of US President Donald
Trump, last July. Javid, who is also of Asian origin, urged Sadiq Khan to
“come to grips” with reality and cooperate on issues that matter to
the British people, reassuring him there will be no food shortages in
case of a no-deal Brexit, with the government now implementing a
Blockchain technology and stocking heavily on Uncle Ben’s.

Not on Offer: Mr Johnson
apologised that Mayfair cannot
be offered as it has been sold
already, to the Russians

End of Austerity will include funeral type bullet-proof Jaguar
limousines for the Leader of the House of Commons, Jacob ReesMogg, enabling a lie-down on longer trips, or those after 7PM.

The Falklands are still under consideration, pending approval from Mr Trump
who is not sure there are lucrative NHS outlets there. Mr Johnson said there
will be no greenspaces given, “just areas with useless b@@@@@ds who would
be taken seriously in the U.S. because of their British-like accents” Dominic
Cummings, who caused a stir by deliberately carrying a #VoteLeave canvas
bag as he entered Downing Street, said he had no say in the choice of areas on
offer to the U.S. President, who is also a property tycoon, insisting he only
advises on election-related matters. Michael Gove, Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster offered school playgrounds that he couldn’t sell in 2012.

Conservative revolutionary
PM Johnson will benefit for
a 1.5 Bn special aircraft
that would be superior to
the US presidential plane
Air Force One in terms of
specs and gadgets.
It is understood that the
PM is building it himself cool!

Royal Polo Reveals Major Rift Between Young Royals
Cont'd from Page 1
A member from the entourage of a Russian oligarch who was checking on
his boss’s apartment in Kensington, said he cannot speak or understand the
Queen’s English, but he certainly heard Prince William shout at Harry “you
ain’t no Royal Bruv” in a manner reminiscent of former PM David
Cameron’s. This came following a row over peculiar interests the Duke of
Sussex has shown with his wife Meghan Markle, and the kind of charities
they are setting up. The divorcee, who is also American, refused an
invitation for an interview, citing it would be in breach of a non-disclosure
agreement with her previous employer “When It Suits”

The two brothers started to drift apart after the birth of Prince Louis of
Cambridge which has bumped the Duke of Sussex to become sixth in line to
the succession, causing major hesitation for Markle and speculation that
she would change her mind before the wedding, according to Paddy Power
and Ladbrokes. Markle who was heavily pregnant at the Polo match,
avoided media intrusion by sitting in a marquee erected especially for her,
and in compliance with eco-friendly material that are taken for granted in
the U.S. Labour Party Jeremy Corbyn, who is the only leader opposed to the
idea of his party winning an election, showered the Duke of Cambridge with
insults, until he remembered Markle is American and therefore eats
chlorinated chicken, and doesn’t grow vegetables in her allotment.

Ask Black Rod
Got a question? Send a fax with a stamp on it, to 0203 713 4036

Good day. I’m fed-up with this whole Brexit saga, it’s been three years now, can’t be
bothered. To be fair I can’t stand the lot of them, Verhofstadt is so creepy and he talks
down at us. But then there are Londoners on the streets, and it seems they all want to
remain, can’t stand them either, but they vote, you know.. I feel bad not ratifying the
referendum result, but I can’t resign or risk losing my job with a GE, no one will hire me.
What do I do? – oh wait, they Prorogued, we’re no longer the bad ones.

Black Rod has a
wealth of wisdom,
recently being
overwhelmed by
letters from MPs who
are torn between the
Lib Dems and the Job
Centre.
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Fabric stain removers since 1882
because you don’t want the neighbours to call The Guardian.
Wine stains know : Leave means Leave!

LibDems use Artificial Intelligence to cope with
huge membership applications
Inspired:
Chuka Umunna
and Former
Liberal
Democrat
party leader Sir
Vince Cable
(where he is
still a member
as of Sep
2019)

The Liberal Democratic party, also known as the LibDems has been overwhelmed with a
huge influx of applicants wanting to join, now that Jo Swinson is leader of the party,
promising to overturn Brexit and put the United Kingdom in the EU “Where it Belongs”.
Despite major confusion over whether Swinson is operating under a Tory lite agenda or
one of her own.
A £7 M investment in state-of-the-art AI technology has been approved by Swinson and
party headquarters are currently being revamped. Lord Tim Clement-Jones who Chairs the
All-Party Parliamentary Group on Artificial Intelligence is overseeing the implementation
of these technologies.
New members will be accepted by applying online and Conservatives will get an automatic
10% cashback for every member they recommend. Business development manager
Chukka Umunna who appeared on The Price is Right made it clear that the party will
continue to have strict rules and will apply member background checks. Facial recognition
technology has been implemented after incessant attempts from Brexit Party leader Nigel
Farage to join.
The Fake Times had an exclusive interview with a tearful Umunna who confirmed the
veracity of rumours, he ended up in Farage’s £12,000-a-month Mayfair pad after a boozefuelled party at Swinson’s at the penthouse she rents from Aaron Banks. The morning
after, Umunna said he cannot fully blame the situation on being under the influence,
admitting “I thought I could make aGuinness world record as quickest Change-UK party
MP”

Quote of the Day
Perhaps it’s best not to troll ‘Some fewe
cunning and ill affected men’ on Twitter, Facebook is all
the rage
- Charles I (1629)

CLASSIFIEDS

HorrorScopes
♑ CAPRICORN December 22—January 19: It’s not right
that Farage is leading from behind with Cummings, deal
with it
♒ AQUARIUS January 20—February 18: Politics is
getting messier, don’t bring up the subject on a first
date, even religion is safer now
♓ PISCES February 19—March 20: Just like David
Cameron, you do regret a work accident, but you do
enjoy the time off and early retirement
♈ ARIES March 21—April 19: You are coming across so
snobbish these days, voters do matter, even
northerners
♉ TAURUS April 20—May 20: May 2019 There's no
room for stubbornness in Parliament, said no one ever.
Stick to your guns, or change your mind, who cares?
♊ GEMINI May 20—June 21: Money may be tight, but
you always have the work expense account - there's
only a 43% chance of getting caught
♋ CANCER June 22—July 22: You can't rely on Policy
Makers to predict your future. Do as Nancy Reagan, turn
to Astrology to protect yourself
♌ LEO July 23—August 22: What makes you think
humour goes such a long way, those supreme court
judges aren’t in the mood
♍ VIRGO August 23—September 22: Oh dear. Your data
has been found. We know who you are. That one-way
ticket to the Cayman Islands must look real tempting
now...
♎ LIBRA September 23—October 23: You’ve been
worried about losing your job, don’t worry, more than
600 in parliament are in the same position
♏ SCORPIO October 24—November 21: You’re so
determined, just like Gina Miller, except she can afford it
♐ SAGITTARIUS November 22—December 21:
Concerned about your health, think Harley Street, no
point joining the NHS queue

Share your announcements to an audience of 23 readers (including 22 The Fake Times employees). Call 0203 713 4036

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT
The Brexit Party has officially announced
its intention to marry into the
Conservatives. Right Honourable Ann
Widdecombe who used to be an MP in the
Conservative Party, said she couldn’t be
any happier, and that she can finally make
peace with Anna Soubry MP (Con.) Wellwishers expressed their delight and said
such a marriage will certainly last for long,
at least until the General Election is over.

VACANCY
Wardrobe Manager, The Cabinet Office
The Cabinet Office is looking for a wardrobe
manager to look after appearances in Downing
Street. Applicant traits: able to find tailors with
suits flexible enough for stretching exercises
while Leo Varadkar is waffling. Your boss is an
equal opportunity employer as long as you are a
staunch Brexiteer and you can pledge allegiance
to him. www.thefaketimes.com/jobsthatdontexist

CORRECTION
The Fake Times has published an article
that the Queen may have been
misinformed regarding Parliament
Prorogation. We can now ascertain the
Prime Minister was telling the truth. The
editor, who is also Scottish, sends his
apologies too, for any harm this may have
caused.

